Democratic Inflections: Modern Performance of Ancient Drama
The Committee on Ancient and Modern Performance announces a call for papers for APA 2011
(San Antonio) exploring the relationship between democratic ideology and classical tradition in
modern performance.
We invite papers that would explore the question of a 'Democratic Turn' in modern reception of
classical drama. The word democratic is highly contested, but in our conception it seeks to draw
attention the ways in which classical texts have been appropriated by diverse cultural groups and
sections of society, both those in dominant positions but more particularly those that define
themselves as disenfranchised.
The panel aims to engage in the international debate on the notion of a 'Democratic Turn' in
classical reception, initiated by The Reception of Classical Texts Research Project at the Open
University (UK). Papers may pertain to all aspects of the history of performance of ancient drama,
as well as to performances of modern works drawing upon the classical tradition (e.g., Gide, Sartre,
O’Neill), but should make clear how democratic discourse is central to their analysis. The
element of performance heightens the challenge to the use of drama for political ends because in
performance a director must decide to how to represent issues and acts that can be deliberately left
ambiguous in the interpretation of texts (e.g. rape). Therefore, we especially welcome papers that
explore how modern performances deal with the social inequalities inscribed in classical plays; we
are interested in the question of how modern directors represent ancient phenomena that cannot be
reconciled with modern democratic ideologies (such as slavery).
Papers could offer case studies of politically- or socially-engaged performances of classical drama
(e.g. the Lysistrata project), analyze the implications of the transmission of classical drama
(including translation and the place of classics in school and university curricula), or consider
whether staging ancient plays can still raise those questions essential to modern democracies.
For the 2011 meeting, abstracts must be submitted electronically by February 1, 2010 to Nancy S.
Rabinowitz (nrabinow@hamilton.edu) or Dorota Dutsch (ddutsch@classics.ucsb.edu).
Presentations will normally be limited to 20 minutes. Please follow the guidelines for abstracts in
the Program Guide (one page in 11-point type; 1.25 to 1.5 line spacing; top and right margins 0.8",
bottom 1", left 1.2"; title in upper right-hand corner in 12-point, Times New Roman font). Your
name should not be on the abstract, which should be an attachment in Word. Also indicate whether

you expect to need audio-visual equipment. Acceptance for the program requires that one be a paidup member of the APA. Anonymous referees for the Committee on Ancient and Modern
Performance will review the abstracts.

